ECOSYS TECHNOLOGY.

BLACK & WHITE MULTIFUNCTIONAL PRINTERS

- Fast Output Speed of up to 62 Pages per Minute
- Standard Print, Copy, Color Scan and Fax (ECOSYS M3560idn, M3550idn, M3540idn Only)
- Standard 75 Sheet Document Processor
- Standard 7” Color Touch Screen with Tablet-Like Home Screen
- KYOCERA Business Applications Capable
- ECOSYS Long Life Consumables
- Standard USB Host Interface for On-the-Go Printing and Scanning
- Wireless Printing Capable
- Apple AirPrint™ Enabled for a Mobile Printing Solution
ECOSYS M3560idn Series - STREAMLINING WORKFLOWS TO DRIVE YOUR BUSINESS FORWARD

The ECOSYS M3560idn Series is a one-stop solution that streamlines document workflows while keeping your bottom line in check. Bringing multifunctional power and mobility to corporate workgroups, it combines crisp black and white output with fax (ECOSYS M3560idn, M3550idn, M3540idn only) and color scanning. A 7” customizable and tablet-like color touch screen redefines job efficiency by enabling easy storage of routine tasks as well as quick access to business applications that bring added capabilities to your document workflows. As importantly, ECOSYS long life consumables and an impressive drum yield deliver the economical and ecological solution making this series the smart choice for your business.

Environmentally friendly and highly economical, ECOSYS MFPs leverage KYOCERA’s advanced technology to deliver all the powerful functions users demand packed within a compact device, enabling you to work faster and smarter. Incorporating a durable imaging system based on KYOCERA’s long-life patented drums, these MFPs are capable of printing thousands of pages before requiring parts replacement. Because the drum is separate from the toner, only the toner needs to be replaced when depleted. Not only does this reduce waste, it provides your business with an economical advantage.

Robust Capabilities for the Performance You Need
The robust ECOSYS M3560idn Series offers the features and functionality enterprise level workgroups demand packed into a small footprint. Offering speed, quality, and intuitive control, these devices power your document productivity by keeping your information moving at the pace of your business.

- Print and copy speeds up to 62 ppm
- 75 sheet standard reversing automatic document processor
- 2,600 sheet maximum paper capacity supporting multiple paper types and weights
- Built-in Gigabit Ethernet for high speed data processing
- Optional wireless LAN for convenient placement anywhere in the office

Moving Your Information Conveniently, Securely and on Demand
Four walls no longer define today’s office space. You go where your business takes you, and whether visiting a client, working in a satellite office, or on the road, easy access to documents and other information is as essential as ever. The ECOSYS M3560idn Series enables your information to ‘travel’ wherever you do.

- USB host interface provides print-from and scan-to convenience for busy users
- Meet the needs of your on-the-go work style with mobile printing via Apple AirPrint™ for iOS devices

As importantly, powerful standard and optional security solutions address privacy concerns by protecting confidential information from interception, while offering the added benefit of controlling costs by tracking usage.

- Keep information safe with standard password protection, user authentication and private print
- Simplify device based tracking through standard job accounting that allows up to 100 access codes
- Maximize document security and monitor usage to more accurately allocate costs via an optional HID card reader

Customized, Intuitive Document Management Is Just a Finger Tap Away
The MFP’s color touch screen control panel features a large 7” display, with a tablet-like home screen that can be customized, similar to a tablet. The ability to save job programs directly to the home screen makes the device extremely user friendly and helps speed project completion.

- Large 7” tablet-like display
- Tiltable / adjustable display
- Home Key - Easily access your customized control panel home page with this hard key
- Accessibility Display - Magnified control panel capabilities for visually impaired individuals

KYOCERA toner container including just five components and two materials
Traditional laser printer cartridge containing many components, comprising various materials

KYOCERA color touch screen control panel

The ECOSYS M3560idn Series redefines job efficiency by enabling easy storage of routine tasks as well as quick access to business applications that bring added capabilities to your document workflows.
TRANSFORMING YOUR HARDWARE INVESTMENT INTO A POWERFUL WORKFLOW TOOL

The feature-rich ECOSYS M3560idn Series seamlessly integrates within virtually any network environment or platform, including Windows and Mac. Built on KYOCERA’s award-winning product platform, it combines proven productivity with a highly scalable architecture to keep your information flowing.

From mobile and cloud, to cost control and security solutions, KYOCERA is committed to providing our customers with enhanced business applications, powered by HyPAS, KYOCERA’s robust software development platform. Developed by KYOCERA or by our third-party solution providers, these applications optimize your hardware investment by expanding the capabilities of your MFP – all from the comfort of a single device.

We get to the heart of your critical business challenges, with a personalized, single source approach that helps streamline your entire document workflow to reduce costs, increase workplace productivity and efficiency, and deliver exceptional results you can count on.

STREAMLINE YOUR DOCUMENT WORKFLOW WITH CUSTOMIZABLE SOLUTIONS THAT SIMPLY AND SECURELY INTEGRATE WITH YOUR ECOSYS MFP

CAPTURE & DISTRIBUTION
Transform hard copies into digital documents for simplified distribution and storage

DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT
Facilitate workflow with easy document capture, store, share and retrieval

MOBILE & CLOUD
Print and scan on-the-go for document access when and where you need it

NETWORK DEVICE MANAGEMENT
Stay in control of your devices locally or remotely

OUTPUT MANAGEMENT
Power productivity by printing from virtually any environment

COST CONTROL & SECURITY
Manage MFP costs while protecting assets and keeping information secure

KEEPING THE FUTURE GREEN
KYOCERA is committed to pursuing a harmonious balance between economic development and environmental preservation. We adhere to the goals of our worldwide Environmental Action Plan in developing office solutions with environmentally friendly and superior energy-and supply-saving features.

While striving to maintain a clear vision in pursuing a balance between economic and environmental preservation, our devices are built around our sustainable ECOSYS technology, offering many hardware features and system settings that can dramatically reduce waste without compromising productivity.

- Long life components and consumables
- Power-saving sleep mode or adjustable sleep mode
- Low noise levels
- Compliance with RoHS and Energy Star environmental standards

ENERGY STAR
ISO 14001
ECOSYS TECHNOLOGY

KYOCERA’s objective is to manufacture superior products with a low Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) and minimize the impact on the environment. ECOSYS printers incorporate a patented long life drum which is separate from the toner container, eliminating drum replacement when the toner is depleted – and reducing landfill waste. ECOSYS printers provide a printing solution that incorporates long life consumables and one of the lowest costs per print. The operating costs of traditional cartridge-based printers can easily exceed many times the original purchase price during the life of the product.

SPECIFICATIONS

Configuration: Black & White Multifunctional Printers - ECOSYS M3560idn/M3550idn/M3540idn - Print / Color Scan / Copy / Fax / ECOSYS M3504idn - Print / Color Scan / Copy


Warm Up Time: ECOSYS M3560idn - 25 seconds or less from main power on; ECOSYS M3550idn/M3540idn - 21 seconds or less from main power on

First Page Out: ECOSYS M3560idn/M3550idn - Copy and Print: 8 Seconds or less; ECOSYS M3540idn/M3540idn - Copy and Print: 9 Seconds or less

Display: 7" Color Touch Screen Control Panel

Resolution / Bit Depth: 600 x 600 dpi, 1,800 x 600 multi bit interpolated resolution

Memory: Standard 1 GB, Upgradable to 2 GB

Hard Disk Drive: Optional HD-D (32 GB SSD); Optional HD-D2 (128 GB SSD)

Duplex: Standard Stackless Duplex Supports Statement to Legal (5.5" x 8.5" - 8.5" x 14"), 16 - 32 lb Bond (60-120gsm)

Standard Output Tray: Cycles ECOSYS M3560idn/M3550idn - 500 Sheets; ECOSYS M3540idn - 250 Sheets

Dimensions / Weight: ECOSYS M3560idn/M3550idn - 18.7" W x 17.9" D x 23.2" H / 51.4 lbs; ECOSYS M3540idn - 18.4" W x 17.9" D x 22.6" H / 48.5 lbs

Maximum Monthly Duty Cycle: ECOSYS M3560idn - 275,000 Pages per Month; ECOSYS M3550idn - 250,000 Pages per Month; ECOSYS M3540idn - 150,000 Pages per Month

POWER REQUIREMENTS

Electrical Requirements: ECOSYS M3560idn/M3550idn - 120v, 60Hz, 10.4A; 220-240v, 50/60Hz, 5.2A; ECOSYS M3540idn/M3540idn - 120v, 60Hz, 8.4A; 220-240v, 50/60Hz, 4.4A

Maximum (including options): ECOSYS M3560idn - 120v: 1,355 W; 220-240v: 1,436 W; ECOSYS M3550idn - 120v: 1,342 W; 220-240v: 1,418 W; ECOSYS M3540idn/M3540idn - 120v: 1,080 W; 220-240v: 1,146 W


Ready Mode: ECOSYS M3560idn - 120v: 6.1 W; 220-240v: 7.0 W; ECOSYS M3550idn - 120v: 6.6 W; 220-240v: 7.0 W; ECOSYS M3540idn - 120v: 5.6 W; 220-240v: 6.1 W; ECOSYS M3540idn/M3540idn - 120v: 5.9 W; 220-240v: 6.6 W

Sleep Mode: 120v: 2.6 W; 220-240v: 2.4 W

Power Off: 120v: 0.5 W; 220-240v: 0.5 W

PAPER SUPPLY

Standard Paper Sources: Single 500 Sheet Drawer, 100 Sheet Multipurpose Tray

Optional Paper Sources: Up to four (4) optional 500 Sheet Paper Drawers (PF-320) can be added

Paper Capacity: Standard: 600 Sheets; Maximum: 2,600 Sheets

Paper Size: Drawers: 5.5" x 8.5" - 8.5" x 14" (Statement to Legal); MPT: 2.7" x 8.5" - 8.5" x 14"

Original Size: Through DP: Statement to Legal (5.5" x 8.5" - 8.5" x 14"); Class: up to 8.5" x 14"

Drivers: TWAIN Driver, WIA Driver

COPY SPECIFICATIONS

Image Mode: Text, Photo, Text/Photo, Graphic/Map

Continuous Copy: 1-999 / Auto Reset to 1

Additional Features: Auto Magnification, Auto Paper Select, Auto Start, Auto Drawer Change, Priority Copy, Job Programs

Job Management: 100 Department Codes, Job Programs, Shortcut Keys

Magnification / Zoom: Full Size, 7 Reduction, 5 Enlargement Preset Ratios, 25 - 4000% in 1 step increments

DOCUMENT PROCESSOR

Type / Capacity: Standard Reversing Automatic Document Processor / 75 Sheets

Acceptable Originals: 5.5" x 8.5" - 8.5" x 14"

Acceptable Weights: Simplex: 33 - 12 lb Bond (50-120gsm), Duplex 13 - 12 lb Bond (50-120gsm)

FAX SPECIFICATIONS

(ECOSYS M3560idn/M3550idn/M3540idn ONLY)

Compatibility / Data Compression: ITU-T Group 3/M, MR, MMR, JBIG

Transmission Speed / Modem Speed: 3 Seconds or less per page / 33.6 kbps

Fax Memory: 3.5 MB

Driver: Network Fax Driver

Fax Functions: Duplex Transmission/Reception, One Touch Dial (100 numbers), FAX/TEL Switching, Sequential Broadcast (up to 100 parties), Quick Dial (200 numbers), Fax Reports

PAPER HANDLING OPTIONS

Up to four (4) PF-320 Drawers can be installed

PF-320 PAPER FEEDER

Paper Capacity: 500 Sheets

Paper Size / Weight: Letter, Legal, A4, A5, B5 /16 - 32 lb Bond (60-120gsm)

Dimensions / Weight: 14.96" W x 16.14" D x 4.76" H / 8.82 lbs (380 x 410 x 121 mm / 0.4 kg)

PT-320 FACE UP TRAY (ECOSYS M3560idn/M3550idn)

Paper Capacity: 250 Sheets

Paper Size / Weight: 8.5" x 11", 8.5" x 14" / Office2, A4, A5, B5, A6, Folio

Dimensions / Weight: 9.84" W x 12.99" D x 2.76" H / 0.63 lbs

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Memory: 1 GB via 144 pin DDR3 SDRAM DIMM

HDD: HD-D: 32 GB SSD; HD-D2: 64 GB SSD

SD Card: SDHC Card - 32G, 64G SD®, SDHC Card - 128 GB SD®

Wireless LAN: IB-51: IEEE 802.11 b/g/n

Additional NIC: IB-50 Gigabit NIC

Security: Data Security Kit (E), Card Authentication Kit (B)

*Optional HDD or Optional SD Card Required for Job Storage and Quick Copy

**Optional SD Card Required for HyFAS Business Applications